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Range Rover L322

Range Rover L322
Soft Plastic "A" Bar
These bars are fitted as original equipment. They offer robust vehicle protection as they are a
steel frame construction covered in a thick rubber coat to absorb impact. More pedestrian
friendly than other bars.

VUB000840

L322 (02-05MY)

Soft Plastic "Full" Bar
These bars are fitted as original equipment. They offer robust vehicle protection as they are a
steel frame construction covered in a thick rubber coat to absorb impact. More pedestrian
friendly than other bars.

VUB000850

L322 (02-05MY)

Lamp Guards
These lamp guards are supplied as original equipment. They are manufactured in high density
plastic and are supplied complete with all fixings.

VUB001070

Front Pair

L322 (02-05MY)

Lamp Guards
These lamp guards are supplied as original equipment. They are manufactured in high density
plastic and are supplied complete with all fixings.

VUB001080

Rear Pair

L322 (from 02)

Lamp Guards
These lamp guards are supplied as original equipment. They are manufactured in high density
plastic and are supplied complete with all fixings.

VUB502610

Front Pair
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Range Rover L322
Perspex Weathershields
Made from perspex, easily fits to both doors, helps stop rain penetration when on the move.
Reduces draughts yet still allows good ventilation. (Image shows similar product fitted to
Freelander)

VUB000610
BA 4412
BA 4413

Set of 4
Front Pair
Rear Pair

L322
L322
L322

Side Tube
These tubes not only give a rugged off-road appearance to your vehicle, but also as a step.
They are made from large steel tube, and also offer considerable protection to your Land
Rover. Easily fitted.

VUB002510

Black - Pair

L322

Side Bars
Made from 75mm steel tube, they offer considerable protection. Easily Fitted

BA 4035
BA 4036

Stainless Steel
Black

L322
L322

Roof Bars
Supplied in pairs, these racks are suitable for carrying unweildy items such as ladders.

BA 3101A

Pair

L322

Heavy Duty Rubber Mats
These quality rubber mats are strong and waterproof. Their weight ensures that they do not
move about in the vehicle and help keep the original carpets clean.

BA 3511
BA 3511
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Range Rover L322
Moulded Boot Liner
As effective as usual boot liners but with a difference - these can be rolled up when not in use
and stored in the vehicle. They spring back into shape when unrolled and they have 4" sides to
keep the muck in.

BA 3141A

L322

Performance Chip (Power +26HP - Torque +45Nm)
Power upgrade chip for diesel. Easy to fit, just plug in and drive away. Benefit from
improvements to power, torque and efficiency

BA 4200

L322 3.0 TD6

Slotted and Drilled Brake Disc
These ultra heavy duty discs offer additional durability and improved stopping power.
Designed with police, ambulance and military in mind these brake discs are directly slotted
and cross drilled (left/right) : Increases pad bite - Reduces fade - Delivers exceptional braking
performance

BA 1611
BA 1612

SDB000200HP
Front - less armoured
SDB000210HP
Rear Solid - less armoured

L322 (up to 3A)
L322 (up to 3A)

Performance Brake Pads
No Squealing - Less wear on brake discs - 30% Improvement in braking performance. All pads
are supplied in sets all fitted with anti-squeal pads and sensor wires (which may be removed if
not required)

BA 2216

L322

Chrome Side Air Inlet Grille
These original equipment side air intake grilles are plastic units that replace the body-coloured
units fitted as standard.

VUB002200MMM Set of 2 - Double
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L322 (02-05MY)
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Range Rover L322
Chrome Side Air Inlet Grille

VUB503650

Set of 2 - Triple

L322 (06MY on)

Stainless Steel Side Inlet Grilles

BA 4455

Set of 4

L322 (06MY on)

Stainless Steel Side Air Inlet Grille Covers
These covers in stainless steel simply fix over the fins of the units fitted as standard with no
drilling required.

L322 (02-05MY)

BA 4450

Metal Door Handle Set Covers
These covers in stainless steel simply fix over the fins of the units fitted as standard with no
drilling required.

BA 4453

8 Piece

L322

Chrome Mirror Cover

VUB503880MMM Plastic Pair
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Range Rover L322
Chrome Fog Lamp Bezel

DXB500330LMLC RH
DXB500310LMLC LH

L322
L322

Service Kit
Contains all necessary parts to complete a quick and efficient service
(Image for illustration purposes only)

Contents
Oil Filter
Air Filter
Fuel Filter
Pollen Filter
Sump Plug Washer

BK 0043

3.0 Diesel

Service Kit
Contains all necessary parts to complete a quick and efficient service
(Image for illustration purposes only)

Contents
Oil Filter
Air Filter
Pollen Filter
Sump Plug Washer
Spark Plugs

BK 0044
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